Awards and Prizes for Commencement
May 2022

I. THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

A. T. Pickering Award—for excellence in Spanish
   Henry Reid Macfarlan—of Kentucky

Alex Shipley Jr. Award—for distinction in Politics during the senior year
   Gillian Claire Campbell—of Texas
   Lucas Martins Carvalho—of Brazil
   Anne Carole Cleveland—of Texas
   Isabel Taylor Root—of South Carolina

Allen Farmer Award—for outstanding senior leadership in Earth and Environmental Systems
   Molly Catherine Morgan—of Texas
   William Bidgood Wall—of Virginia

Andrew Nelson Lytle Award for Excellence in Southern Studies
   Klarke J’ne Stricklen—of Tennessee

Award for Distinction in Art History
   Szonja Hanna Szurop—of Hungary

Award for Excellence in Finance
   Christian Alexander Bulgarino—of Tennessee
   Katherine Ann Mabry—of Tennessee
   Sullivan Patrick McCreery—of Texas

Barron–Cravens Cup—for the outstanding male athlete
   Zachary Freeman Russell—of Virginia
Bishop Juhan Award—for excellence in swimming
   Gabriella Paige Acker—of Tennessee
   Anthony James Carbone—of Florida
   Katherine Ann Mabry—of Tennessee

Charles Hammond Memorial Cup—for the male athlete who best exemplifies excellence in scholarship and leadership
   Peter Nicholas Irwin—of Georgia
   Andrew Mack Mullen—of Pennsylvania

Charles Trawick Harrison Prize in English
   Samuel Isaac Carter—of Tennessee
   Jessica Lauren Roberts—of North Carolina

Clarence Day Community Service Award
   Michaela Karynne Blow—of Maryland

E. G. Richmond Prize in Social Sciences
   Avery Lewis Frank—of Tennessee

Eugene Mark Kayden Prize in Economics
   Avery Lewis Frank—of Tennessee
   Ashley Helen Stewart—of Tennessee

Evelyn H. Mooney Award—for the outstanding female athlete
   Nika Marie Gorski—of Florida

Gilbert Gilchrist Memorial Music Award
   Alice Murray Belshaw—of Connecticut
   Molly Catherine Morgan—of Texas

Harry C. Yeatman Award in Biology
   George Webster Burruss—of Virginia
   Jonathan Lopez—of Illinois
   Angus John Lowell Pritchard—of Georgia

Hugh Harris Caldwell Jr. Award—for excellence in Philosophy
   Phoebe-Agnès Sinclair Mills—of Tennessee

Isaac Marion Dwight Medal for Philosophical and Biblical Greek
   Bramwell David Atkins—of New York

Jackson Cross Memorial Award—for outstanding performance in German
   Lakeisha Allyah Phillips—of Tennessee
James Young Perry Sr. C’18 Award—for the football player exhibiting exemplary character and sportsmanship
Peter Nicholas Irwin—of Georgia

John Flynn Outstanding Male Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
Thaddeus Heath Jones—of North Carolina

John McCrady Memorial Award—for excellence in Art
Emma Murphy Jewell—of Arkansas
Phoebe-Agnés Sinclair Mills—of Tennessee

Judy Running Memorial Music Prize
Kennedy Lynn Uselton—of Tennessee
David Andrew Yow—of Florida

Julie Berebitsky Prize in Women’s and Gender Studies
Chandler Myatt Gallaher—of Tennessee

King Prize for Excellence in History
Mary Caroline Watkins—of Massachusetts
Thomas Hoppie Young—of Florida

Leroy Environmental Service Award
Annabel Cecilia Forward—of Virginia
Elizabeth Kersey Johnson—of Arkansas
Angus John Lowell Pritchard—of Georgia

Linda Wheat Grant for Graduate Study in France
Gracie Barksdale Larue—of Mississippi

Nicholas Barnet Gilliam Jr. Award—for outstanding performance in Theatre
Nathaniel Philip Klein—of Virginia

Robert Hooke Prize—for achievement in Mathematics
Owen Cogburn Walsh—of Maryland

Ruggles-Wright Prize in French
Katharine Elizabeth Linnartz—of Texas

Schauss Award—for diligence, achievement, and independent initiative in Spanish
Mary Caroline Watkins—of Massachusetts

Spencer-Slay Award—for outstanding performance in women’s track
Alexis Kay Vanwinkle—of Tennessee
Susan Miller Selden Award—for excellence in the Sciences and the Humanities and demonstrated community service
   Jordan Nicole Besh—of North Carolina

Tennessee Williams Award for Creative Writing
   Lillian Dakota Collins—of Tennessee
   Elena Katherine Hanissian—of Tennessee
   Nathaniel Philip Klein—of Virginia

Tennessee Williams Post-Baccalaureate Fellowship
   Meredith Elizabeth Moore—of Tennessee

William Scott Miller Rhodes Scholar Award
   Klarke J’ne Stricklen—of Tennessee

William T. Allen Award—for excellence in Physics
   Ashraful Haque—of Maryland

Bonner Leaders
   Emma Helenruth Fain
   Camille Marie Gladden
   Iyassu Abay Kebede
   Reagan McKenzie Leverett
   Olivier Ishimwe Mbabazi
   Lilly Grace Reilly
   Ashley Helen Stewart
   Samuel Joseph Straessle

Carey Fellows
   Bennett Clark Griffin
   Mason Scott Liles
   Ryan Kerr Lonegan
   Callie McMullen Maloney
   Evan Patterson Murray
   Tu Minh Pham
   Michael John William Schottland

Hippocrates Fellows
   James Forrest Collins
   Olivia Rose Durfee
   Ian Michael Kushner
   Lilly Elizabeth Stephens
   Austin James Young
   John Patrick Whelchel
Omicron Delta Kappa

Alice Murray Belshaw
Catherine Jane Bratton
George Webster Burruss
Samuel Isaac Carter
Lucas Martins Carvalho
Anne Carole Cleveland
Elizabeth Howell Culp
Audrey Rae Gibbs
Nika Marie Gorski
Elijah Southcott Greiner
Bennett Clark Griffin
Caroline Rose Gurek
Sophia Anne Harnew-Spradley
Virginia Grace Chun Hines
Sarah Langdon Hughes
Hanna Marie Judycki
Reagan McKenzie Leverett

Sullivan Patrick McCreery
Phoebe-Agnès Sinclair Mills
Ann Elizabeth Mulherin
Juliana Celeste Olson
Tu Mihn Pham
Lakeisha Allyah Phillips
Peri Renee Prestwood
Mary Elizabeth Pryor
Lucille Jane Rudman
Madeleine Taylor Rumingan
Claire Alese Smith
Ashley Helen Stewart
Samuel Joseph Straessle
Klarke J’ne Stricklen
Jaden Rashard Turner Oliphant
Feza Anaise Umutoni
Pressley Ryan Wilson

Phi Beta Kappa

Alice Murray Belshaw
Jordan Nicole Besh
Eleanora Wren Boyd-Owens
Gillian Claire Campbell
Lucas Martins Carvalho
James Forrest Collins Jr
Lillian Grace Eells
Rachel Rose Falcon-Richards
Avery Lewis Frank
Nika Marie Gorski
Ashraful Haque
Peter Nicholas Irwin
Cody Lee Johnson
Elizabeth Kersey Johnson
Allison Leigh Jones
Hanna Marie Judycki
Nathaniel Philip Klein
Hoang Minh Le

Mason Scott Liles
Sullivan Patrick McCreery
Phoebe-Agnès Sinclair Mills
Molly Catherine Morgan
Emily Grayson Perry
Peri R. Prestwood
Isabel Taylor Root
Lucille Jane Rudman
Claire Alese Smith
Lucy Jordan Smith
Sophia Kramer Smith
Cade Edward Sterling
Ashley Helen Stewart
Szonja Hanna Szupor
Mary Caroline Watkins
Natalie Renee Wilson
Pressley Ryan Wilson

Sigma Alpha Alpha

Olivia Rose Durfee
Hattie Elizabeth Fogarty
Nika Marie Gorski

Katherine Ann Mabry
Hadley Carol Meadows
Jocelyn Edith Riopel
II. NATIONAL AWARDS IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Fulbright English Teaching Assistant Award to Morocco
  Claire Alese Smith—of Mississippi

Rhodes Scholarship
  Klarke J’ne Stricklen—of Tennessee

Thomas J. Watson Fellowship
  Olivier Ishimwe Mbabazi—of Rwanda
  Angus John Lowell Pritchard—of Georgia

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion
  Alexis Grace Elise McKnight—of Tennessee
  Lakeisha Allyah Phillips—of Tennessee